vine Warrior Hymn2 has been mistaken for a poetic report of an historical event, that is to say, cosmic war has become confused with mundane war. A new investigation, therefore, must begin with a clarification of the genre and must utilize a method which is sensitive to the unique position of late prophecy and early apocalyptic in the prophetic tradition.
It is this sensitivity which is lacking in the historicizing method. All prophecy, classical and late, is treated alike. In the case of classical prophecy, the method brings satisfactory results, a reasonable fact since it was in application to the pre-exilic prophets that the method was developed. Isaiah, for example, was The dominant tone of the composition is hymnic, being a celebration of the anticipated future act of Yahweh the Warrior. The function of the eschatological hymn in the apocalyptic literature is, however, a specialized one: the hymn, besides being a paean of praise, serves as an announcement of restoration to the faithful, thereby becoming a source of comfort in times of frustrated hopes and oppression. Although these compositions do not yield specific information regarding their setting, we should note that the usual tendency in recent form criticism to construe Sitz im Leben almost exclusively in cultic terms -contrary to the original intention of Gunkel's broadly sociological termproves inadequate in dealing with such compositions. The setting of the Divine Warrior Hymns of early apocalyptic must be construed broadly, for it moves far beyond the cult in encompassing all aspects of the tension-filled life of the post-exilic community. of their office, translated the cosmic into the categories of the mundane. When modern scholars sought historical connections in this material, they were therefore quite successful in relating the particular prophetic corpora to historical events. This success was not matched when the historicizing method was applied to late prophecy and apocalyptic, for the late prophets and their visionary successors grew much more indifferent to historical contingencies. Divine activity they left increasingly on the the cosmic level without relating it to political events. This shift away from the integration of cosmic and mundane, sacral and profane, undercuts the principle upon which the standard method of interpretation is based. The "historical" allusion is no longer a safe handle for dating prophetic material in the late period; such allusions are used indiscriminately alongside mythic materials to announce Yahweh's victory in the climatic events of the near future, events which are related but tenuously to an historical matrix.
The early stages of this shift away from integration of cosmic and mundane can be perceived in Second Isaiah. To be sure, the prophetic role of statesman is upheld in this great figure, thus accounting for the fact that the traditional method of interpretation meets with a degree of success in this material. Yet in Second Isaiah the classical position is maintained as an archaism rather than as a natural outgrowth of his situation: he is a statesman without a state, and his "messiah" (Cyrus) is a surrogate borrowed from the Persians. The prophetic translation of the cosmic into the mundane thus lingers in his prophecy as an afterglow. Moreover, alongside the historical interpretation of divine activity, motifs drawn from cosmogonic myth assume an imposing position in Second Isaiah. Though he was able to hold myth and history in tension without compromising the historical orientation of prophetic Yahwism,3 he nevertheless introduced into the prophetic tradition an ingredient which was fraught with destiny. The political matrix within which the pre-exilic prophets were active disintegrated during the time of the followers of Second Isaiah; not only was nationhood lost, but the very notion of the community was vitiated by a rending schism.4 For the inheritors of the prophetic tradition in Isaiah 56-66, Zechariah 9-14, Ezekiel 38-39 and the Isaiah Apocalypse the realities of the historico-political order no longer confirmed but called into question the saving activity of Yahweh on behalf of his oppressed people. While Second Isaiah could utilize myth to add a cosmic dimension to his message of salvation without undercutting its mooring in the historical, the oppressed post-exilic followers of Second Isaiah began to elevate myth to a new status, finding within it a realm within which their restoration-hope could be upheld, unsullied by historical setbacks. Myth began to offer an avenue of escape from the contradictions of this world. With the growing tendency to abdicate the prophetic task of relating the vision of Yahweh's cosmic activity to the political realm came the dawn of apocalyptic eschatology, and with it a vision of a day of Yahweh which was no longer tied to historical agents and events. A genre 3Note, e.g., how Isa 51:9-11 moves from the primordial, to the past-historical, to the future hope. If the Divine Warrior Hymn, with its new cosmic orientation, is not amenable to interpretation by the usual method, can a method be applied which is sensitive to the unique nature of this and related genres? Recognizing the lack of the ready handle of the direct historical allusion, we propose a method for interpreting apocalyptic literature which we designate "contextual-typological." It first utilizes the tools of form criticism to determine the genre of a unit of tradition and to illuminate its function and setting. The "typological" aspect of the method focuses on the difficult question of dating material which by nature has at best a tenuous connection to the historical by seeking on four levels to establish a unit within a relative chronology: (1) history of genres, (2) development of Hebrew prosody and prose style, (3) history of ideas, (4) development of the sociological setting.
In arguing that Zechariah 9:1-17 constitutes a unified composition, we are not stating the obvious. For example, in a recent study of the chapter, Magne Saeb0 sets out to divide the chapter into its original units of tradition, of which he finds no less than thirteen!5 The argument most frequently encountered in the literature for the division of the chapter is based on vss. 9-10. For example, Kraeling, followed by Dentan,6 holds that the original oracle comprised only the first ten verses, since "the resumption of war after the coming of the king of peace is unbearable."7 Sellin maintains that the oracle extends through vs. 17, but only after deleting vss. 9-10.8 Elliger combines the argument of the incompatibility of the war and peace motifs with a metric argument, viz., that three-foot tricola are found in vss. 1-8, whereas in vss. 9-10 the bicolon is used.9 As the Ugaritic corpus and archaic Hebrew poetry both indicate, the argument that a poem must utilize a single metric scheme throughout is simplistic. In Zechariah 9 the following considerations argue for the originality of vss. 9-10: (1) the stepped-up tempo in vss. 9-10 accords well with the mood of excitement permeating the hymn at this point; (2) vss. 9-10 may comprise an old traditional poem from the royal cult, a poem drawn into this hymn without altering a meter which was established by tradition; (3) bicola also appear in vss. 1-2. Ultimately, however, 5Sacharja 9-14 (WMANT 34; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1969) 135-207. The vast methodological gulf separating Saeb0's study from ours becomes apparent when one realizes that Saeb0 does not even treat the problem of unity of Zechariah 9 in the present work, but defers that question in favor of dividing and subdividing the chapter into its smallest form-units, whereas the starting point of our study is tied to the recognition of a ritual pattern underlying the entire chapter which makes separation of the question of what holds the present chapter together from the question of genre artificial and indefensible. 10 At the heart of the ritual pattern of conflict is the re-enactment of the warrior-god's battle against the enemy, by means of which peace is re-established (see, e.g., the Enima elis and the Ugaritic Baal Cycle; cf. Isa 52:7-12).
In contrast to the usual attempt of restoring the "original purity" of the poem by deleting the theme of peace, Douglas R. Jones ("A Fresh Interpretation of Zechariah IX-XI," VT 12 [1962] 241-59) takes the opposite tack of purging the poem of all war imagery. The exercise is heavy-handed, at times even painful (e.g., in connection with vs. 13: "The difficulty lies in wcwrrty . . . l. This so commonly means to brandish a weapon against . . . that it is difficult to imagine anyone reading the sentence otherwise ... ;" then he proceeds to read it otherwise! According to Jones, "vs. 14 is of course not the language of warfare but of theophany," (p. 249), as if the theophany of the divine warrior was not precisely an entry into the field of battle; the picture is too close to Marduk's march against Tiamat or Baal's against Yamm to be assigned to any setting other than a martial one. Here too the interpretation is misguided from the start by the failure to recognize the genre of the composition; war cannot be eliminated from a Divine Warrior Hymn, except in the manner described by the author himself when he refers to "the military image which we have been at pains to expel" (p. 249).
"Textual emendations merely involving the dropping of the conjunction, the definite article, the direct-object marker and the like (all common late additions to poetic texts), and also those involving the changing of converted perfects to imperfects (late editing of the texts betrays a preference for converted forms), will not be noted in the text. The number of syllables in each colon is indicated between the text and the translation.
A double line under one of the syllable-count numbers marks a strophic division, whereas single lines are used to designate the division of the poem into prosodic units. (Prosodic units are the basic building blocks of Hebrew poetry and are normally constructed through the juxtaposition of parallel cola or, at least, of cola with closely related meaning. In early Yahwistic poetry and in carefully archaizing poetry the dominant prosodic units are bicola and tricola, which rarely betray enjambement. One of the features of late biblical poetry is the breakdown of the earlier prosodic canons, with a tendency toward longer prosodic units, irregular meter, enjambement and other prosaizing tendencies, all of which appear in Zechariah 9, although not in an advanced stage.) " In agreement with the LXX, Vg and Tg, we read mP dbr yhwh as a construct chain.
The conjunctive accent mehuppak under ms' in the MT indicates the Masoretes also understood the construction thus. The oracle would then begin after this superscription, and if a second yhwh is restored (lost by haplography), the metric structure of the first bicolon is regained. 13 The common meaning of menuhah is "resting place," especially in reference to a land dwelling peaceably, and in contrast to a state of wandering without a home (e.g., Deut passage in Deuteronomy the mamzer appears in a group of laws forbidding various classes from entering the assembly of Yahweh; they are (1) the mutilated, (2) the mamzer, (3) the Ammonite and the Moabite. The form of the mamzer prohibition is closely parallel to that applying to the Ammonite and the Moabite. In our passage it comes in the third member of a tricolon. One question is whether we are dealing with a singular or a collective, i.e., will a mamzer-people live in Ashdod, or will a mamzer-king? The latter is suggested by the resulting progression within the tricolon and the parallel relation between the third and first cola of the tricolon (the resulting structure would be that of a small inclusio): "The king will perish from Gaza, Ashkelon will be depopulated, a usurper will sit (enthroned) in Ashdod." Although this is the sense we favor, it is not impossible that a foreign people is the intended collective meaning of the word. In either case we regard the mamzer as Israelite, i.e., an Israelite king or people of Israel would replace the legitimate heir(s) of Ashdod, which agrees with the interpretation given to the passage by the Targum Jonathan. 17 Vocalizing msbh from the root, nsb supported by the LXX and Pes. '8The meter supports our deletion of mcrb wmsb as an explanatory gloss. Vs. 8 is difficult, and our conjectures must be regarded as tentative. 19 The key words and phrases of vs. 9 are best understood when one recognizes here a reflection of the royal ritual of the Jerusalem cult. What king is saddiq, nosac, Cani and riding upon an ass? It is the king in the royal procession celebrating Yahweh's renewed reign and the re-established reign of his anointed. The inimical powers of the cosmos have again been defeated; thus the king is triumphant, victorious, and yet humble as the one bearing the marks of the earlier conflict. The great significance often attached to the lowliness of the ass here in contrast to the horse is based on estimations foreign to the ancient Near East. The ass was in no way unworthy of the noble (Judg 10:4; 12:13 and 2 Sam 16:1-2). Indeed Asherah rides on an ass, an ass decked in splendor and fit for a queen of heaven (4.4.1ff.
[51]). Likely Baal too was pictured as riding upon an ass in the procession to his temple. If the ass was not a lowly creature, what is the significance of the contrast between the ass upon which the king rides, and the horse and chariotry which he will banish from the land? We would suggest that underlying the passage is a kingship ideal wherein the ass, rather than the horse and chariot, was the bearer of the king in the royal procession. We can only speculate that the locus of this ideal was in the Canaanite realm prior to the introduction of the horse and chariot by the Hyksos. We move to ground firmer than speculation, however, when we note within the OT a distinct bias against the horse and chariot as royal symbols. Samuel, at the point of the rise of kingship in Israel, warned the people of the practices of the alien type of ruler which they were demanding: "He will take your sons and appoint them to his chariots and to be his horsemen, and to run before his chariots (1 Sam 8:11; cf. Deut 17:16). The beginning of Absalom's plotting to become king is signalled by the note: "After this Absalom got himself a chariot and horses, and fifty men to run before him" (2 Sam 15:1). No sooner has David failed the ordeal in 1 Kgs 1:1-4 than we hear of a new court intrigue in which Adonijah sets out to become king: "Now Adonijah the son of Hagith exalted himself, saying, 'I will be king;' and he prepared for himself chariots and horsemen, and fifty men to run before him" (1 Kgs 1:5). At the point where the Deuteronomist turns to narrate the causes of the fall of Solomon, we read: "And Solomon gathered together chariots and horsemen; he had fourteen hundred chariots and twelve thousand horsemen, whom he stationed in the chariot cities and with the king in Jerusalem" (1 Kgs 10:26). We are led to ask, what is it about horses and chariots which run counter to the kingship ideal underlying these narratives? We would suggest that it is a conviction stemming from the archaic league ideal of holy war, whereby Yahweh is ultimately the only king of Israel, meaning that too great a military force detracts from the basic fact that in battle the victory is attributable to one source of power alone, Yahweh (e.g., the Gideon story in Judges 7). This ideal finds expression in Psalm 20:
Now I know that Yahweh will help his anointed; he will answer him from his holy heaven with mighty victories by his right hand. Some boast of chariots, and some of horses; but we boast of the name of Yahweh our God. They will collapse and fall; but we shall rise and stand upright. Give victory to the king, Yahweh; answer us when we call (LXX).
The contrast in Zech 9:9-10 accordingly is not between a royal image and an unroyal one, but between two royal images stemming from rival ideologies: the image in keeping with Israel's archaic institution of Holy War -which institution stands at the base of the hymn in Zechariah 9 -is the image of the ass as the bearer of the king, whereas the image of kingship inimical to this ideal is that symbolized by horse and chariot (such contrasting symbolism is not uncommon, another example being the tent as the dwelling of El in contrast to Baal's temple; similarly the Mushite and Aaronid priesthoods seem to have embraced rival symbols, the bull on the one hand, the cherub on the other. Such symbols as these have not been adequately studied. At present a Harvard B. D. thesis is being written by Mr. Charles Wilson in which the methods of Austin Farrer are being applied to the study of OT royal images such as the chariot and the king's mantle). It is thus significant that in this Divine Warrior Hymn, growing out of the archaic league institution of holy war and the ritual of the royal cult, and stemming ultimately from a mythopoeic context where the ass was apparently the symbol of kingship, the king comes to his people riding on an ass, banishing the chariot and the horse; in the language of symbolism we are informed that Israel's archaic royal ideal, which was for centuries in conflict with the foreign chariotideal, would in the end-time triumph. It is within this realm of ancient ritual material and its supporting symbolism that we witness the rise of messianic thinking. This is seen clearly in the use of Zech 9:9 in Matthew 21; Jesus was hailed the long awaited Davidic king as he entered the royal city, not carried by horse and chariot, but mounted upon an ass. That NT writers utilized such symbolism is illustrated also by the passion narrative of John's Gospel: the soldiers stop short of rending Jesus' tunic to divide among themselves and instead cast lots for it, since it was without seam (19:23-24).
A contrast seems intended: in the OT the garment of kingship was repeatedly torn, as indicated, e.g., by the 8 Yahweh will appear above them, 7 his arrow will flash forth like lightning, 7 Yahweh will sound the trumpet, 7 he will advance on the southern stormwinds. 7 Yahweh will protect them, symbolism of 1 Sam 15:27-28 and 1 Kgs 11:29-33. However, the kingdom inaugurated by Jesus would be a kingdom which would fulfill those long awaited promises of Israel: his was a tunic which could not be torn, for it was without seam. In the language of symbolism the arrival of the eschaton is announced in the paradox of the king who triumphantly entered Jerusalem on an ass, only to be crucified days later, but whose garment was not torn by his executioners.
20Correcting the verb to the 3rd pers. sing. on the basis of the Pes, LXX, and the context. a1 'yn mym bw is a gloss, probably stemming from Gen 37:24 and attempting to draw a typological connection between the exile and Joseph's captivity (cf. Jer 38:6). 22 The sense of the first colon of vs. 12 fits the context well, but as it appears in the MT it is metrically long. There is no evidence in the versions supporting drastic change either. Since sub can appear without a preposition, the I may be secondary, and the noun may have been pronounced with two syllables. Definite articles are usually later additions in poetry. With these changes the meter is normal. In the second colon, the mgyd is probably intrusive. Given the corrupt nature of the text, our reconstruction of vs. 12 must remain tentative.
'3 bnyk ywn is shown by meter and parallel structure to be intrusive. It is a clear example of an error stemming from dittography (bnyk sywn/bnyk ywn). 24 As commonly, the divine name has been expanded. 25 The meter and the prosodic structure of the poem suggest that the words kmzrq and kzwywt are variant readings. The LXX supports this judgment as well as our deletion of kzwywt. Similarly, one of the verbs in the second colon of vs. 15 is superfluous. Kbs gives the appearance of originality by producing a fine image with the adverbial phrase "like slingstones," whereas 'kl could have come into the text under the influence of the common parallel pair, 'kl//sth (note especially Isa 22:13 and Ezek 39:17); an alternative interpretation is that it could be what remains of a variant colon, originally reading y6(:)kelu besaram klehem, or the like. Once the second verb entered the text, the syntactical force of the adverbial phrase would have been lost, with the kaph being lost and "slingstones" becoming the direct object (resulting in a bizarre image!). Added plausibility adheres to our reading on the basis of the syntactical structure of the next four cola with their repetitive comparisons constructed with adverbial phrases. In vs. 15b dmm is supported by the Greek uncials A and Q (to haima auton); BS and W have autous as object, followed by hos oinou. The Tg also includes the notion of blood. The MT and Vg give the appearance of the suppression of a crude image.
Though our proposed reconstruction, like any other, must remain conjectural due to the corrupt state of the text, the larger image is reasonably clear, as is the position it assumes in the ritual structure of the poem. It is the image of the bloody sacrifice and the banquet which follows the battle of the warrior god and his entry into his temple and which has the effect of restoring the fertility of the languishing natural order. The sacrifice preparatory to the banquet commonly utilizes the image of treading grapes for the vintage, as is seen clearly in Isa 63:1-6. This image is reflected in the colon, "they will tread (the enemy) like slingstones," the slingstones suggesting both the grapes of the harvest and the heads of the warriors. The treading is followed in the next colon by the drinking of the newly pressed wine, but the fact that we are dealing with an image is again indicated by wine being qualified by the comparison; in fact, it is blood which is being imbibed! As is typical for such banquet accounts, reference to the satiety of the guests concludes the scene.
The comparative structure continues in vs. 16, but now in an inverted sense accentuating the positive: Yahweh will save his people "like a flock," and whereas the enemy would be ence to Tyre's wealth was as timeless as reference to the stars of the heavens, being found throughout the prophets.36 That Yahweh would strip her,37 that she would be hurled into the sea,38 and that she would be burned by fire39 were equally conventional themes. The eschatological orientation of the hymn and its stereotyped language suggest that the significance of the military campaign must be found elsewhere than in one historical figure or another. The new inquiry does well to begin with the observation that the hymn itself makes no mention of a human conqueror: the march is by the divine warrior, who intervenes directly, unmediated by human agents. Which leads to a second observation: the striking feature of the pattern of the campaign is that it circumscribes the ideal kingdom of Israel, not Israel in its usual narrow limits, not even the enlarged Israel of David or Solomon, but an idealized Israel remembered by tradition, recalled for example in 1 Kgs 4:24 and Ezek 47:13-20.40 The contrast to the actual Davidic Kingdom is striking: included are the Phoenician cities of Tyre and Sidon and the Philistine Pentapolis, cities never assimilated into the empire of David or Solomon.41 That such a tradition of the ideal Israel existed is indicated also by Josh 13:1-6, where Joshua is told that he has not completed the conquest: "You are old and advanced in years, and there remains very much land to be possessed," which land is then described as the Philistine Pentapolis, Phoenicia, and the land northward to Hamath, i.e., precisely the territory included in Zechariah 9. Then comes a remarkable comment on this territory: Yahweh declares, "I will myself drive them out from before the people of Israel," a promise in actuality left unfulfilled during Israel's monarchic period, thus waiting to be picked up by later eschatological circles.42 Judg 3:1-6 also addresses the problem of the failure of the conquest to fill out the boundaries of the ideal kingdom. Yahweh has left the nations "to test Israel by them," nations again including the Pentapolis of the Philistines, the Phoenician area, and the territory northward as far as Hamath. The consequences for Israel were dire: "they took their daughters to themselves for wives and their own daughters they gave to their sons; and they served their gods." Israel's entire history -in the period of the Judges, during the united and divided monarchies, and after the restoration -was a history of the tragic consequences of the ideal kingdom never being realized. Repeatedly Israel fell to idolatry away from her While thus denying that this hymn describes a particular historical event, we discern a connection with the historical realm which is of a different order. The background of the hymn is a very ancient tradition within Israel, the tradition of the ideal kingdom which Yahweh had promised Israel as an inheritance. Historical realities had thus far denied Israel the fulfillment of that kingdom. But now in the sixth century a prophetic circle which had seen historical realities belie its most fervent hopes begins to look with a new literalness at archaic traditions, traditions imbued with the cosmic element of myth. Did not the ancient tradition of the ideal kingdom include Yahweh's promise, "I will myself drive them out from before the people of Israel" (Josh 13:6) ?
The In vs. 14, however, we are once again squarely within the conceptual world of myth: the theophany of the warrior is described in language which is archaic and plastic: arrows go forth like lightning while Yahweh blasts on his horn and marches on the southern storm-wind. This is the cosmic realm of the storm-god, of Marduk going forth to battle Tiamat with his arrows and storm-chariot, of Baal the cloud rider on the march to defeat Yamm (cf. Psalms 29 and 68).45
The stage is set for the culminating phase in the ritual pattern of the conflict myth: in celebration of the victory, a bloody sacrifice and banquet is held, an 4 The fullest recent study of OT theophany is that of Jorg Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung (WMANT 10; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1965). A serious methodological flaw mars this writer's treatment of the theophany in Zechariah 9, even as it affects his treatment of other biblical texts and ancient Near Eastern texts (e.g., p. 86) in which theophanies are found: In what seems to be an irresistible urge to discover new genres, the theophany -which in the literature in question is in our view one element in the scenario of the ritual pattern of the conflict myth -is isolated with the attempt being made to establish it as an independent genre. Two of the unfortunate results are: (1) unified compositions like Zechariah 9 are fragmented and appreciation of the whole is lost; (2) once a very restrictive description of the form of the theophany "genre" is given (part I), the search for a bona fide instance of the genre results in a highly mechanical process of elimination until one is left with the one primary extant example, Judges 5 (part III).
The value of Jeremias' study is undeniable, in spite of this methodological flaw. For example, he rightly draws attention to Judges 5 and resists the attempts to remove the theophany in vss. 4-5 from the song; for Judges 5 must be studied if one is to understand the significance of the theophany in the OT, since the archaic Divine Warrior Hymns were the earliest biblical carriers of the theophany material. But in these hymns, the theophany cannot be separated from the other aspects of the scenario such as the warrior's conflict against the enemy, his victory, etc.
The search for the Sitz im Leben of the theophany "genre," as conceived by Jeremias, also issues in a misleading view of the religious environment of ancient Israel. According to Jeremias, the tumultuous response of nature to the appearance of the deity is an aspect of ancient myth which is adopted by the writer of Judges 5. But that hymn stands alone as an example of a biblical text where the influence is direct and where the theophany essential element in the mythic pattern with which we are dealing, which betrays its original function in the fertility aspect of the ancient cult.46 We are dealing with a rite de passage (see the discussion in note 25), where the victory alone does not restore the fertility of the earth; necessary in addition is a bloody sacrifice of the enemy's warriors, whereby the shedding of their blood has the effect of releasing the earth's fertility which had been suppressed during the enemy's reign: "How great will be their prosperity and beauty! Corn will make fat the young men, wine will make the maidens fruitful."
The overall structure of Zechariah 9 which we have studied is thus the follow- Inasmuch as it is our intention to introduce Zechariah 9 into the discussion of the sources of Jewish apocalyptic as an example of the recapitulation of an archaic mythic pattern in early apocalyptic, we turn now to trace the route by which the ritual pattern involved reached apocalyptic compositions like Zechariah 9. The pattern is a very ancient one, with a history which can be traced back to the third millennium. Therefore, the presence of this genre in apocalyptic represents not an innovation, but rather a return to a view of reality tested by the ages. A fuller appreciation of the contextual-typological method to this passage would indicate that the setting of the hymn is to be found among oppressed visionary circles of about the late sixth century.47 Desperately trying to keep alive promises which mundane realities harshly denied, they recognized in their ancient epic traditions the promise that Yahweh himself would appear as a warrior to save his people and complete the conquest which hitherto had never been consummated. In the ritual of the conflict myth these circles found a vehicle more suitable to their proclamation than the austere historical view of classical prophecy; Yahweh's saving acts and his earthly messiahs were just not visible in mundane realities, prompting them to look toward the cosmic events of myth.
Turning now to sketch the history of the ritual pattern of the conflict myth, we first note its classical formulation within the Mesopotamian realm in the Enuma elis: The earliest hymnic literature of the Bible betrays intimate acquaintance with this ritual pattern, by means of which Israel first attempted to express those experiences which appeared to be of religious significance.50 But those experiences were of a different order than the ones described by the mythic pattern in its original setting, where attention was centered on the cosmic activity of the gods, for Yahweh's chief activity was discerned in historical events. Thus the earliest use of myth in the Bible introduced a tension between form and substance which would soon require new vehicles of expression.
Exodus 15 is a fine example of the Divine Warrior Hymn from the league celebrating the ritual conquest.51 The tension is already high, with the composition being suspended delicately between the cosmic and the mundane. The traces of the primeval battle between the divine warrior and inimical sea are unmistakable. But sea has lost its vitality as an aggressive adversary, having become a passive instrument in Yahweh's battle against an enemy from a different order, the historical figure of the Pharoah. No longer a mere reflection of cosmic events, the historical realm is here viewed as the arena of divine activity. Thus, while the ritual pattern is preserved in its basic features, its original mythic intention has been diluted by a new reality. But this ritual pattern has become a mere mold into which is cast a vastly new type of drama: not the drama of a divine warrior and his heavenly hosts, but the deed of a daring woman whose heroism is described in a detailed realism best described as "humanistic." The cosmic war framework serves merely to remind the reader that Yahweh somehow is guiding the course of the battle; but in contrast to Exodus 15, far from being directly involved in the battle, Yahweh relies upon human agents, as indicated by the curse on Meroz: "Curse Meroz . . ., for they came not to the help of Yahweh" (vs. 23). We realize that a powerful new religious experience has rendered inadequate the old vehicle of expression. It is 52Jorg Jeremias (Theophanie, 142-44) notes that the theophany in vss. 4-5 betrays less than full integration into the victory song, appearing instead to form a unity in itself. While resisting the attempts of J. Blenkinsopp and W. Richter to remove the theophany from the earliest version of the song, Jeremias fails, in our opinion, to explain adequately the apparent inconcinnity between vss. 4 and 5 and the rest of the song. We find the explanation in the tension between the myth and ritual framework within which the song is set and the historical experience which supplies the new substance of the song. We would further take issue with Jeremias when he argues that the emphasis of the song is exclusively on the victory won by Yahweh (p. 144), for we find that the divine warrior's participation is overshadowed by the adventures of Jael, Deborah, and Barak. Yahweh's overt participation is preserved only in the fragments of the ritual framework which remain untranslated into the categories of the historical experience (vss. 4, 5 and 20). a mere step from Judges 5 to classical prophecy. That step was taken through a discarding of the ritual pattern itself in favor of a more suitable vehicle of expression. Since Israel's new experience was that Yahweh acted within the events of the historico-political realm, it is no accident that the model which came to supersede the ritual pattern was political in origin and nature. Being patterned after the assembly of elders presided over by the En or Lugal (or corresponding officials in other cultures), which assembly governed the affairs of the ancient city-state, this model viewed Yahweh as the head of an assembly ruling over the cosmos, an assembly comprised of various divine beings, but also including human messengers commissioned by Yahweh (the n ebpim).53 Also having a long history in the thought-world of the ancient Near East, this manner of conceptualizing the divine realm is not absent in the ancient myths.54 The unique position which it came to assume in Israelite prophecy, however, is due to the following: the manner in which it came to exclude other ways of viewing divine governance, the degree to which all other members of the divine assembly were relegated to the supreme God Yahweh, and the way in which divine politics were persistently translated into the categories of mundane realities through the office of the nabbP. The major forms of prophetic speech which the prophets utilized in their responsibility of translating the cosmic vision into the idiom of historico-political realities grow out of this political model, which replaced the old mythic model to the point of one's searching in vain in the classical prophets up to the exile for the ritual patterns of conflict.
One institution, however, resisted this "secularization" of religious language, viz., the royal cult. In a theology committed to legitimizing and guaranteeing the perpetuity of the Davidic dynasty, the revolutionary prophetic ideology of change was eschewed in favor of the eternal order of the old ritual pattern of the conflict myth. Thus in the very period when prophecy with its new historical orientation was discarding the thought forms of the conflict myth, the royal cult restored them to a new purity within the religion of Israel, thereby becoming the carrier of the ritual pattern until it was taken over by apocalyptic following the demise of the monarchy.
At least twenty examples of royal psalms based on the ritual pattern of conflict can be cited.55 We mention three for purposes of illustration. Psalm 29, stemming from an ancient Canaanite hymn,56 opens with a summons to the b6en 'elim to glorify Yahweh (vss. 1-2), who appears in the theophany of the stormgod. Accompanied by the flashing of lightning and earthquakes, the divine warrior defeats his enemies in terrifying combat (vss. 3-9a), including the most inimical enemy of them all, the mayim rabbim (vs. 3b). The scene then shifts to the temple of the warrior-god, before whom the victory shout rings out (vs. 9b). Yahweh's universal reign is next manifested in a description of his sitting enthroned over the flood as eternal king (vs. 10). Finally, entreaty is made for sal0m, the abundance of the restored order established by the divine warrior's victory (vs. 11).
In Psalm 47 the conflict and victory of the warrior-god is recounted, amid a call to praise Yahweh Cely6n (vss. 2-5). There follows the victory procession: "Elohim has gone up with a shout, Yahweh with the blast of the trumpet" (vs. 6). Vss. 7 and 8 resound with the victory shout, greeting the victorious divine warrior: "Sing forth to Elohim, sing forth, sing to our king, sing! For Elohim is king of the whole earth, sing forth with a maski." Vss. 9-10 manifest Yahweh's universal reign.
In Psalm 48 Zion is identified with the locus of the ritual pattern, becoming the glorious cosmic mountain of the far north (vss. 2-5). The threat is in the form of a coalition of kings assembling against the divine mountain; the stormgod defeats them straightway (vss. 6-9). Vs. 10 shifts to the temple after the conflict; the victory shout goes forth in vss. 11 and 12. This is followed by the royal procession around the city and finally by the announcement of Yahweh's universal reign.
Much has been written concerning the nature of the royal cult of Jerusalem, a good portion of it being hypothetical. The ubiquity of the ritual pattern which we illustrated above with Psalms 29, 47, and 48, however, allows one to recognize that the conflict myth retained a prominent position in the royal theology. For our purposes this conclusion suffices, for it accounts for the carrier of this ritual pattern during the centuries when it was repressed by the prophetic tradition. In part, its absence in the prophetic tradition may be seen as a reaction against what was considered by the pre-exilic prophets to be an excessive use of elements hostile to Yahwism. The deuteronomic history indicates the degree to which circles stemming from the prophetic tradition purged Yahwism of the cosmic ingredient of myth.
The catastrophic events of the end of the seventh and beginning of the sixth centuries ended the polarity which at times characterized the relation between classical prophecy and the royal cult. Not only did the royal cult collapse, but doubts arose concerning the efficacy of the God described by the deuteronomic tradition. This crisis of the early sixth century marks an important juncture in the history of prophecy; even as a new type of religious experience had led to the abandonment of the ritual pattern for a more appropriate model in the end of the second millennium, so too a changed situation in the sixth century led to its readoption. In an effort to reformulate the Yahwistic faith in the face of historical events which suggested to many that Yahweh was too weak to save his people, Second Isaiah took over mythic elements from the now defunct royal cult to add a cosmic dimension to Yahweh's power and saving activity.57 Whereas Second Isaiah nevertheless continued to relate his vision of restoration to the politicohistorical realm, the new, harsh situation facing prophetic circles in the postexilic community made the classical prophetic integration of cosmic and mundane increasingly difficult to uphold. Was Yahweh really active in events which only called into question the election of the faithful? Was not the old gospel of the conflict myth more adequate, that which told of a cosmic victory of the divine warrior and deliverance of the faithful from, rather than through, historical events? In Isaiah 34-35, Ezekiel 38-39, the Isaiah Apocalypse, Isaiah 56-66 and Zechariah 9-14 one can discern the re-mythologizing of Israel's view of divine intervention, a development intertwined with the re-introduction of the ritual pattern of conflict. In the Divine Warrior Hymns of these sixth and fifth century corpora, one witnesses the enormous influence which form and substance have on one another. When the tension between the two grows too large, either the one or the other must yield. In early Yahwism new experience created such tension between the ritual pattern of conflict and the historical message that the ritual pattern of myth finally was abandoned for a new political form. In the sixth and fifth centuries the new tension between form and substance caused by the re-introduction of the ritual pattern into prophecy was gradually resolved in the opposite way: the historical message of prophecy was gradually transformed in the direction of the cosmic message of myth, a transformation abetted by the harsh circumstances of the post-exilic period. Zechariah 9 is a dramatic example of this process: In it the visionary descendents of the prophets express the old prophetic promise of restoration, but now in a form which recapitulates the ritual pattern of the ancient conflict myth. The historical context within which this promise of restoration was expressed by the classical prophets is not entirely abandoned-the object of Yahweh's action is ideal Israel, and the weapons in his hands are Judah and Ephraim. But the influence of the mythic form is strongly in evidence; the mooring to the events of history has grown very weak. Divine action at no point is tied to historical events. Rather, the movement of the hymn is elevated to the cosmic level, i.e., to the original realm of the ritual pattern of the conflict myth. In a movement which is as irresistable as the ritual pattern itself, Yahweh, the storm-deity, intervenes directly, securing universal dominion, and restoring the fertility of the earth. No foe, earthly or cosmic, can impede that movement or frustrate his purposes. The combined forces of the ritual form of the conflict myth and the harsh post-exilic historical situation have brought us to the threshold of fully-developed apocalyptic. 57In re-introducing the cosmic element of myth into the Yahwistic tradition, Second Isaiah was not directing the faith of Israel in a direction alien to its spirit. Rather, he was enhancing a dimension of Yahwism with deep roots in Israel's earliest traditions, the future-orientation which can be found at the heart of the exodus, the patriarchal and Davidic traditions alike, a fact demonstrated and well documented by H. D. Preuss, Jahweglaube und Zukunftserwartung (BWANT 87; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1968).
